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Well over 100 new employees since
January just in Markaryd, extended shift
work and Saturday work in production
in a well-oiled machine that is running
flat out! There has never been such a
high level of manufacturing and sales of
NIBE’s heat pumps as there is now.
What a wonderful start to the second
half of the year in the domestic Swedish
market. The new NIBE F2120 outdoor
air heat pump is breaking all previous records and our inverter-controlled ground
source and exhaust air heat pumps are
reaping major successes. The total market grew by some 8% up to the mid-year
point, while our joint business with you
grew considerably more. We are delighted that installers such as you, as well as
our end customers, have confidence in
what we are doing out in the field and
here in Markaryd. A really unbeatable
partnership!
Sweden is historically the country in
Europe where the most ground source
heat pumps have been installed, and
where the most ground source heat
pumps are still being installed per year.
A large group of satisfied end consumers and an ever increasing replacement
market bode well for a large number
of replacement sales for a number of
years to come. Our objective, as NIBE’s
own ground source heat pump guru
Per Törnkvist emphasises, is to be the
"replacement king in the next generation
of energy efficiencies".
The wisdom of using renewable
energy with heat pumps is not only to

be found in Sweden. A large part of the
European market is progressing as never
before. The entire German-speaking
region of Germany, Switzerland and
Austria is developing extremely positively alongside several other markets, and
our Export Department has not much
free time on its hands. The Purchasing
and Production operations are having to
follow suit in order to meet the increased
demand and thus far they have done
so with distinction. We lift our hat to
what has been accomplished thus far
by everybody involved. The final quarter
is going to be very intensive, and many
new families both in Sweden and in Europe will be benefiting from the comfort
solutions of the future and obtaining an
energy efficient climate in both single-family houses and larger properties.
More and more end customers are
also choosing products which have optimum control options that are accessible
remotely online. We are currently noting
just under 35,000 users for NIBE Uplink,
which is a clear sign of this development. All necessary information about
our range is continuously updated on
our website, and we agree with Martin
Sjöberg from Alstermo VVS, who put it
like this in Proffsnytt: "Today's customers
are in total control via the Internet and
they know what they want".
We are meeting the autumn's challenges with substantial resources and
are ready to fully support you in our
shared ambitions.

Kjell Ekermo
Director of Business Area NIBE Climate solutions
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NIBE IS EXPANDING

More than 100 new
employees – just this year!
The pressure is on at NIBE in
Markaryd! Rarely has the demand
for heat pumps and hot water
heaters been greater than it has
been this autumn, with a substantial production increase as a result.
We are pulling out all the stops
to meet delivery times and "the
lights are on round the clock" in
the factories.
Recruitment is consequently also at a high
level – more than 100 people have been
employed in the different factories since
the spring.
"We have employed people through-

out the entire line. Fitters, welders and
sheet-metal workers, but also service staff
such as forklift truck drivers, loading staff,
cleaners etc.," says Magnus Ugge, Personnel Manager in Production.
"The reinforcements mean that we have
been able to extend the shifts, so now there
is also a night shift and work on Saturdays.
NIBE's products are "hotter" than ever and
it looks like that will also be the case in the
future when you take into account sustainability, energy savings, increased internationalisation etc."
The office departments have therefore
also been expanded with 20 or so new
employees during the year.

"As we don't really go in for outsourcing,
we have a very wide range of occupational
categories and during the year we have
strengthened them all with everything from
marketing communications staff, buyers,
sales staff, IT staff and quality engineers
to engineers within product development
and production engineering," says Benny
Torstensson, NIBE's HR Manager.
"We have a large catchment area with a
good infrastructure. Markaryd is an hour's
commute from Helsingborg, Halmstad,
Kristianstad and Värnamo."

Facts
NIBE AB in Markaryd has almost 1,100
employees – about 700 people within
production and about 400 people in the
office departments. Besides heat pumps
and hot water heaters, Contura's wood
stoves are also produced in Markaryd.
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• 31 people work in the department • 80,000
calls per year • 5,000 emails from customers
per year

More support
for solar panels

Berry Christensson

We give five stars to the government's
budget proposal to increase and extend solar
investment subsidies to an annual figure of
500 million by 2020. The subsidy
level rises from 20% to 30% for private
individuals.
Installing solar panels on the roof and thus
obtaining cheaper electricity will now be possible for more households. However, solar
electricity subsidies are not just important for
people's wallets, but also for the environment, the future and forthcoming generations. A fossil-free energy sector, and also in
the long-term a fossil-free society by 2045, is
something that NIBE can support.

Head of After Sales
Service

The heating season
– we are ready!
Autumn arrived early this year. This is
noticeable from the increasing number of
calls to our After Sales Service staff. We do
everything from helping the consumer to find
hot water settings to training professionals
in cooling technology. In the last 15 years we
have launched many new products at NIBE,
and we are the department that gets the first
sense of how the market is receiving them.
There are more calls when it starts getting cold,
as that's when our fitters install most heat pumps.
As we are incredibly dependent on season and
weather, we bring in additional technical support
during this period. The department for After Sales
Service includes NIBE Training, Service and Support for all customer groups within Sweden, but
also includes support for subsidiaries and partners
throughout and outside Europe. The technicians
based here have a range of backgrounds, but
together we are a team of HVAC engineers:
electricians, ventilation technicians, refrigeration
engineers and those interested in technology.
We support NIBE’s entire range, which includes
everything from wood stoves to the largest heat
pumps that have been installed in the last 30
years. The wide product portfolio places high requirements on our technicians, as the support line
becomes too vulnerable unless everyone is capable of tackling most tasks. Obviously, we have
specialists within each product group and they are
also part of our development board where new
products are produced. In the previous issue of
Proffsnytt, NIBE’s quality and environment department was described as the customers’ extended
arm into the company. Sticking with the same
physical theme, I would like to describe the After
Sales Service department as NIBE’s eyes and ears
out in the field. Our department is the first to hear
what the market is saying about our new products,
we therefore also work closely with the quality and
development department. We want to have the
best products and be the best service department
in the market. Without constant feedback from
you this would not be possible. Thank you for all
your help! A new heating season is now starting,
and we are ready.
Berry Christensson
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Training - Autumn 2017
NIBE offers training courses on each of our
product groups on an ongoing basis. These
courses are intended primarily for professionals in the HVAC sector, but some may
also be of interest to other professions.

For further information, contact Elin Hagnestam
on +46 (0)433-27 32 92 or email elin.hagnestam@nibe.se.
Learn more at www.nibe.se/nibetraining.
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A short review of our solar range is now
included in the courses for ground source
heat pumps, air/water heat pumps for
detached houses as well as our general
product training in Stockholm. Course
leader Mats has just installed solar panels
and is happy to demonstrate his consumption in real time on NIBE Uplink.

CASE STUDY: JB-VILLAN

NIBE supplies JB-villan
with energy for
continued expansion

JB-Villan in Falköping

• Produces, sells and supplies private
homes on turnkey contracts.
• Turnover of SEK 143 million in 2016.
• Supplied 91 houses in 2017. +30 per
cent compared with 2016.
• Owned and run by Jan-Bertil Ingerhage
and Christin Gullbrandsson.
• 54 employees.
• Just opened new office, covering 700
square metres, with ground source
heating and solar energy from NIBE.
• Installs exhaust air-, ground source- and
geothermal heating, as well as solar
cell panels from NIBE in private homes.

Read more on the next page!
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CASE STUDY: JB-VILLAN

F

antastically beautiful houses which make you want to move to
Skaraborg county. This is how JB-Villan's unique, architect-designed houses make you feel. Light, modern and above all individually created living spaces for functionality and enjoyment.
Moreover, highly energy efficient houses with the starting point in
heat pumps from Markaryd. JB-Villan is now opening a completely
new office with a state of the art energy solution from NIBE.

Adam Ejervall, responsible for energy issues and
Christin Gullbrandsson , CEO of JB-Villan
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CASE STUDY: JB-VILLAN

When JB-Villan
invested in a completely new office,
the obvious solution
was NIBE’s ground
source heat pumps,
as well as
solar cell panels as
they are really up to
the minute. A substantial expansion of the JB-Villan family business
in Falköping is the reason behind the decision to build a completely
new office. With annual growth running at about 30 per cent, the
company has grown substantially and now has 54 employees in its
own factory and in the office. With the focus on the local and regional market in Skaraborg, JB-Villan has been supplying houses for
many years to home owners who want to have the highest quality
and impeccable security. The house manufacturer has consequently
chosen to collaborate with NIBE Energy Systems.
"As our success rests on satisfied customers, we are extremely careful
about quality in all the products we use in a turnkey contract. Our brand is
very strong, which is why we also choose to collaborate with other strong
brands, like NIBE, so that we can always be sure that the customers are
100 per cent satisfied with their new homes," Christin says.

"As we install NIBE’s
products in all houses, we
should naturally practise
what we preach"

An office and a showroom at the same time
Having built a new factory building to manufacture components for the
houses, (also heated by NIBE's F1345 heat pump), JB-Villan's new 700
square metre office was completed in September. All to make space for
new employees. But not just that. The building is simultaneously JB-Villan's important showroom.
"In the office we show our customers different products and solutions.
Everything from gable ends, roof tiles, kitchens and NIBE’s systems for
heating and ventilation. We have now also installed 30 solar cell panels on
the roof to show the customers what it looks like and how it works in real
life," says Adam Ejervall, responsible for energy issues at JB-Villan.
The new office practises what it preaches. The investment in ground
source heating and solar cell panels has produced a highly energy efficient
and comfortable indoor climate for the staff. Two holes were drilled of
200 metres each, and they were connected in series to two ground
source heat pumps. One NIBE F1255 on the ground floor and one NIBE
F1155-6 on the smaller upper storey. A ventilation exchanger, a so-called
FTX, recycles the exhaust air and can also offer much-needed cooling
in the summer. 9 kW of solar energy was installed on the roof, or more
precisely, 20+10 solar cell panels.
"We chose to fit the solar panels in two groups in order to show the
customers what 20 and 10 solar panels respectively look like in reality," Adam says, and continues. "We wanted to make a cost-effective
investment which delivered a beneficial result in terms of energy. Without
doubt, ground source heating is optimum for larger premises, FTX was a
must in such a large building with a lot of people, and with solar energy on
the roof we achieve almost zero energy consumption during a large part
of the year."

A solid collaboration based on trust
With today's high energy requirements for new construction, it is important for JB-Villan to meet and preferably surpass these requirements.
The house company has been collaborating with NIBE Energy System
for many years. A collaboration that is highly valued by the CEO.
"The development within heat pumps has been fantastic and both
the quality and the performance are superb, something which both our
customers and ourselves can testify to. When you compare today's
solutions with those of the past, today's houses are extremely energy
efficient and levels of consumption are starting to really fall," Christin
says, and adds. "We primarily install NIBE's F730 exhaust air heat
pump and in larger houses it is usually ground source heat with the
NIBE F1255. The great thing about NIBE is that they are good at leading
developments within energy efficiency."
With a fantastically strong brand in Skaraborg and a fast growing
company, JB-Villan is nothing less than a success story. Behind the
name of JB-Villan is Christin's husband, Jan-Bertil, who has sole responsibility for the vast majority of the company's sales and who has long
embodied JB-Villan.
"It is actually only now that JB-Villan as a name is able to stand out on
its own without being associated with my dear husband," says Christin
laughing. "However, at the same time as we are developing very strongly, we are keen to retain our humility and customer focus. For us it is not
important to build more detached homes, but what is most important
is to create and continue to create wonderful homes for people who
speak well of us and our staff. That's the secret behind a well-managed
company," concludes Christin Gullbrandsson, CEO and joint owner of
JB-Villan in Falköping.
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THE REPLACEMENT MARKET

Installers

Take command of the
replacement market!
In a short period in the early-2000s about 200,000 ground source heat pumps were
installed in Sweden. Ground source heating has made a substantial contribution to
extensive energy efficiencies in detached houses and properties. Now that these first
installations are getting a bit old, the time is ripe for the next generation. This means
that a large market is emerging. Moreover, with a fantastically suitable replacement
machine ready for operation – NIBE F1255!

N

ow that Sweden's home
owners are preparing themselves mentally to take the
step over to today's high
performance ground source
heat pumps, the industry's installers are
ready with powerful technology behind
them. In 15 years, the ground source
heat pumps have not just become
more efficient, they have also become
smarter, more secure and much simpler
to maintain. In other words, there are
multiple reasons for a house owner to invest in a new ground source heat pump
from NIBE.
"Installers - be proactive! Many house
owners have already considered taking
the step over to a new ground source
heat pump. Don't wait for them to get
in touch! Be proactive and present the
many benefits of the new technology,
and a large market will open up," says
Per Törnkvist, product manager for
ground source heating at NIBE Energy
Systems.

The heat pump that adapts to the
existing collector system
When it comes to the replacement market, there is one particular product that
fits like a glove.. The NIBE F1255 ground
source heat pump. A solution that does
not require any new, deeper bore holes,
but which delivers a top performance
with existing holes. The existing bore
hole is utilised optimally through speed
control and the KB function. Bore holes
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which were often only about 100 – 130
metres deep 15 years ago, but which today are too shallow for high performance
machines. The great thing about the
technology in the NIBE F1255 is that the
speed controlled compressor ensures
that the bore hole is not overloaded, in
order to prevent freezing and stoppages.
"Many house owners don't want to
drill deeper new holes when replacing
a ground source heat pump. It is both
time-consuming and costs a lot of
money. Given this, it is very important
NOT to connect the wrong machine in
the old bore hole. The initiative can then
end in tears with a frozen bore hole. The
best and simplest solution in very many
situations is to invest in our adaptive,
speed-controlled NIBE F1255. We feel
that it is a hot tip that will ensure the replacement is very successful," Per says.

Upgrade to lower running costs
In order to arrange a replacement that is
as profitable as possible for the house
owner, you should take into account the
fact that changed circumstances might
have increased the house's energy
requirements. For example, a heated garage, extension, pool or more residents.
In the same way, additional insulation
and replacement windows might have
reduced energy requirements. Even
though the NIBE F1255 is ideally adapted
for many different situations, in certain replacement situations it CAN nevertheless
pay to drill deeper. Here, as the installer, it

is important that you guide the customers
correctly..
"Of course, each replacement must be
preceded by a careful investigation so that
you really know how the replacement is
to be performed. It is important that both
the house owner and the installer perform
an energy calculation together based
on the house's individual requirements.
The dimensioning must be right and it is
important to go for the right machine for
the right requirements," Per says.

Don't take a chance – ask NIBE
With the recent advances in ground
source heat pumps, the nation's house
owners will be able to enjoy carefree and
energy efficient heat production. Electricity costs are falling and control over
energy use is increasing with the help of
online functions such as NIBE Uplink and
Smart Price Adaption. Examples of how
to benefit from the considerable technical
advances that have been made in the last
15 years when replacing a system.
"What drives NIBE is to be able to
offer the best options in the replacement
market and our objective is to be a bit of a
"replacement king" for the next generation
of energy efficiencies in Swedish houses
and properties. We will quite simply
be offering the best and most assured
alternatives in the replacement market together with our installers," concludes Per
Törnkvist, product manager for ground
source heating at NIBE Energy Systems.

THE REPLACEMENT MARKET

Arguments for changing to NIBE F1255

Tips for installers

• Well adapted for the replacement
market.

house's power requirement.

• Efficient production regardless of
depth and output in existing bore hole.

• NIBE Smart Price Adaption, reduces
energy costs.

• Be proactive and search out potential
customers with first generation ground
source heating installations.

• Available in three models, 1.5-6 kW,
3-12 kW, 4-16 kW.

• 3 year warranty and 6 year security
insurance, can be extended up to 18
years.

• Popular and simple control.
• Speed-controlled, adapts to the

• NIBE Uplink, connected to the internet.

• Find houses with bore holes in the "Well
Archive" at the Geological Survey of
Sweden.
• Perform energy calculations for correct
dimensioning in NIBE Dim.
• Offer NIBE F1255 or another well
adapted installation.
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CASE: ZERO ENERGY BUILDING

Installation
• Heat pump NIBE F1255-16
• Horizontal ground collector
• Solar cell package 30 panels 295
Wp NIBE PV 9 kW
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CASE: ZERO ENERGY BUILDING

This is how Mats transformed a 1970s house into a

ZERO ENERGY BUILDING
using the power of nature

Passive house. Energy house. Zero energy house Whatever name
it is given, it means a building that needs the absolute minimum
amount of energy to heat and ventilate its residents. One thing is
certain, the terms are usually linked to new, ultramodern buildings…
hardly houses built in the 1970s. But Mats Edvardsson's 47 year old
house is just as unique as a zero energy building, thanks to a system
solution based on ground source heating and solar energy!

It should be said straight away. Mats is interested in technology, works at NIBE Energy Systems and "practises what
he preaches". Having gradually made his 240 square metre
brick house energy efficient with, among other things, a
NIBE F1255 high efficiency ground source heating plant,
he succeeded in getting his annual electricity consumption
down to a modest 9,000 kWh. Impressively low, but not
low enough for Mats!
"You could say that one of the greatest energy efficiencies
in our house was when the children moved out," Mats begins
with a laugh and continues. "Of course, the subsequent
investment in ground source heating significantly reduced
energy consumption. But when it came to the final 9,000
kilowatts, it was time to raise my sights and look to the sun."
In recent years Mats has been calculating the benefit of
solar cell panels. At the same time it gnawed away at him
that the house's old roof needed to be replaced before he
could realise his dream of a zero energy house. No sooner said than done. Together with his son-in-law, who is a
carpenter, Mats rebuilt the roof. This paved the way for
the investment in the latest solar cell panels. Completely
black, monocrystalline silicon panels. To achieve an annual
production of 9,000 kWh, Mats had to install thirty panels
on the roof.

"It looks fantastic, the panels merge in very well and are
barely visible. The only thing that irritates me is that I had
room for two more on the roof and could have obtained
even more power," Mats says with a laugh.

A piggy bank on the roof
Two months after the premier, Mats has already harvested
over 2,500 kWh, free with the help of the sun. Equivalent to
some SEK 2,500 in saving and sold electricity. The performance has exceeded expectations, and in the period
from March to October, Mats is anticipating generating and
selling as much electricity as he needs to buy in during the
period from October to March. In other words, Mats' house
is a zero energy building, built in 1970!
"The feeling of having succeeded in creating a zero energy
building is absolutely special. It feels great to know that my
house is self-sufficient in terms of energy and in many ways
is better in energy terms than most newly constructed houses. It shows that even faithful old detached houses from the
1970s can become tomorrow's energy heroes using smart
system solutions based on ground source heat and the sun.
Quite simply, the fantastic power of nature," concludes Mats
Edvardsson in Hässleholm.
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EXPERT PROFILE

Martin Sjöberg
• Joint-owner of Alstermo VVS, with Bob
Karlsson.
• Trained as HVAC fitter in the late-1980s,
Oskarshamn.
• Started at Alstermo Värme och Sanitet
2010. Purchased the business in 2014.
• Lives outside Alstermo.
• Family: Wife and three children, two
children flown the nest.
• Interests: Hunting and fishing. Particularly enjoys shooting birds, including
pigeons and seafowl.
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EXPERT PROFILE

Expert profile Martin Sjöberg

Alstermo VVS is creating the
heat of the future in Glasriket,
the Kingdom of Crystal
When glass was being blown in
Småland's proud glassworks, heating
was hardly in short supply. But in line
with the glassworks shutting down, the
enormous premises cooled down.
Now that the glassworks are once
again filling up with businesses, shops
and offices, the energy is returning to
Glasriket. There is just one challenge.
The premises need to be heated, and
oil, electricity or pellets are no longer
suitable. This is where Alstermo VVS
comes into the picture.
"We are proud to be converting Glasriket
from oil to energy efficient heat pumps for
heating and ventilation," says Martin Sjöberg,
joint owner of Alstermo VVS and continues.
"Right now we are installing air/water pumps
in two works in Glasriket and creating energy
efficiencies that could only have been dreamt
about a few decades ago."
Since 2014, Alstermo VVS in Småland has
been an expert partner of NIBE Energy Systems and has helped both private individuals
and companies in the area around Alstermo
with installation of solutions from NIBE. Together with joint owner Bob Karlsson, Martin
Sjöberg has developed and expanded the
business. In autumn 2017 the company was
entrusted with the conversion of two glassworks, from oil and electricity to air/water
heat pumps. The Strömbergshyttan and Sea
glassworks in Kosta. Two plants whose heat
mainly radiated out of oil-fired furnaces.
"With oil-fired furnaces, it was scarcely
a problem keeping warm. On the contrary,
it could be unbearably hot in the works.
But with the end of the furnaces and new
businesses moving in, new heating needs to

be created. As the ground is contaminated
with arsenic, lead and all manner of past sins,
drilling for ground source heat is ruled out.
The absolutely most effective solution is to
connect a number of air/water-heat pumps in
series. An exciting and historic task," Martin
says.

Energy efficiencies connected in
series
With oil boilers and tanks becoming obsolete,
it is time for some NIBE F2120s to take
their place. In numbers. More precisely, two
at Strömbergshyttan glassworks and four
at Sea glassworks in Kosta. Connected in
series, they transform the heat in the air into
an indoor climate that is both energy- and
cost-efficient.
"We have carefully adapted the installations
according to the values and temperatures that
the premises need. It is not unusual for it to
involve old premises that are not optimally
insulated, so you have to calculate correctly,"
Martin says with a laugh. "We are looking
forward to more glassworks being revitalised
and having the opportunity to continue converting Glasriket with our fantastic solutions."

An expanding business with
satisfied customers in focus
For Martin and Bob the trend is clear. In
line with customers becoming more cost
and environmentally conscious, Alstermo
VVS is continuing to expand. Buying out
the business in 2014 and wholeheartedly
focusing on NIBE’s range was a route that led
to increased turnover and solid results. A new
fitter was recently employed and if only people could be found, more would be employed
to enable even faster expansion in the region.
"There is great interest in heat pumps.

Even people who love wood are now changing to heat pumps when they realise how
good they are. And with the replacement
market for ground source heat
pumps just around the corner, we are going
to have a lot to do. Particularly when people
realise that today's inverter pumps are almost
twice as efficient as ground source heat
pumps were 15 years ago, we are probably
going to be very busy," Martin says.
And from previously having worked with
heating technology of various makes, Alstermo VVS is fully focused on products from
Markaryd.
"Collaborating with NIBE is a major benefit
for us, and both their support and products
are perfect. There are very few problems and
the customers are very satisfied. It is also
great that the machines have now become
so attractive and the displays so effective.
Today the customers actually know how the
machines work and how to set the heat. And
we also appreciate the training courses and
travel to Markaryd at least three times a year
to learn more about the latest innovations, so
that in turn we can be properly prepared for
our customers," Martin says.
When it comes to "the sector's development" Martin perceives some major trends.
"Today’s customers stay completely
abreast of developments via the internet and
know what they want to have. It seems like
oil, electricity and even pellets are gone.
Fewer and fewer people want to wear themselves out chopping wood and the customers
want to have effective and simple solutions
so that they have time for other things. We
are proud to be able to offer that together
with our friends at NIBE," concludes Martin
Sjöberg, joint owner of Alstermo VVS.

Strömbergshyttan is a glassworks town in
Glasriket in Småland, located in Lessebo
Municipality. Sea Glasbruk in Kosta was constructed in 1956 and was the first in Glasriket
to have oil-fired furnaces. During the first half
of the 20th century a number of small glassworks were established in the vicinity of Kosta.
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Bring energy
to the everyday
indoor comfort
NIBE F1255 | GROUND SOURCE HEAT PUMP
NIBE F1255 is a smart heat pump suitable for residential buildings, providing
your customers with pure energy from the ground. No matter the temperature,
automatic adjustments result in lower energy costs for the users – allowing them to
create the perfect indoor climate with minimal impact on the environment.
IT’S IN OUR NATURE
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NIBE.EU

NIBE watching over
Renoir and Cézanne
Creating the perfect indoor climate for people is a major driving
force for NIBE Energy Systems.
But sometimes it is actually the
preservation of art treasures that is
paramount for NIBE’s heat pumps.
The great French
artists Renoir and Cézanne will
probably send their gratitude to
NIBE's engineers for their contributions to art.
Two hundred art treasures from the
French impressionist painters, including Renoir and Cézanne, are being
preserved in the prestigious Oskar
Reinhart Collection art museum in the
Swiss city of Winterthur. When the
previous ventilation system started to
leak and there was a risk of the atmospheric humidity in the museum rapidly
deteriorating prior to an important
exhibition, there was little time. NIBE
Energy System's local installer succeeded in installing two heat pumps
in no time at all, which ensured the
necessary heating and ventilation.

The installation of two NIBE F1345-60 kW
saved the situation and the museum
was also able to give up its fossil-fuel
heating system. So, at the same time
as the art treasures were provided with
safe and reliable heating and ventilation, the museum substantially cut its
fossil emissions.
"Excuse the pun, but this is an almost
artistic example of how NIBE’s expertise extends from the development department to our local NIBE installer in
Switzerland. Optimum moisture control
and a balanced and even temperature
ensures that timeless and valuable
works of art can be preserved. In hindsight, we see how well the installation
meets the high requirements placed
on the indoor climate in an installation
such as this. The system has been
in operation for two years and the
customer is very satisfied with both the
solution and the fast reaction that was
required for this particular case," says
Henrik Henningsson, Regional Manager
International Sales at NIBE Energy
Systems.

Updated products
reduce energy losses
NIBE’s accumulator tanks have been given
a new design with lower energy losses. The
range, which includes some 40 different
product models, has been updated in terms
of both insulation and outer casing. Performance improvements have primarily been
made in order to reduce energy losses, but
in addition the majority of the product models' exteriors have been modernised.
Effective insulation with polyurethane
Accumulator tanks of up to 500 litres
have been fitted with the high-quality and
effective insulation material polyurethane.
Accumulator tanks of 500 litres or more
are insulated with a mixture of neopor and
fleece. The insulation casing on these larger
tanks is detachable, for a more flexible and
easy to manage installation.
Higher energy class
In accordance with the directive of 26th
September, the energy label for accumulator
tanks has been extended with an additional
class, A+.
"The improvement to the product range
that has now been implemented means that
all the products are achieving a higher energy
class than previously," says Mats Hellström,
Commercial Product Manager for accumulator
tanks at NIBE.
"NIBE has years of experience in manufacturing accumulator tanks, and has continuously refined the technology in order to achieve
lower energy losses, better reliability and a
wider range of products for different applications. This update is a further stage in the
process," Mats concludes.
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MAXIMISE
WITH

MARKO

NIBE's technical correspondent Marko Hietaharju gives us his smart tips on
making life simpler, more fun and, in a nutshell, happier for NIBE's installers.

Marko's tips
IFTTT puts your mobile at your
service! Turn your mobile into
your obedient servant. The IFTTT
(If This Then That) app enables
you to connect your mobile with
lots of functions in our connected
world. Including a number of smart
services surrounding heating and
ventilation. Here is a quick lesson
about IFTTT and how as an installer you can use this ingenious tool
box in relation to your customers.
Let's take it from the start. First you
have to obtain an IFTTT account. This
is simple to do at IFTTT.com. Then
you can program your smartphone to
control smart new functions. Programming can sound complicated, but it is
actually ridiculously simple.
You start by clicking on the word
THIS to add a criterion. For example,
it might be that the weather is sunny,
that you are at home or that it is after
ten in the evening.

You then change to THAT to decide
what is going to happen. It might
involve setting your alarm clock for
07.00, turning on your wifi connection
or setting the heat pump to holiday
mode. You can basically automate
most of the functionality that is offered
in connected and IFTTT-adapted
technical gadgets. Naturally, NIBE’s
heat pumps have support for IFTTT via
NIBE Uplink and already offer a series
of predefined and smart uses.
Like these:
• Receive a mail when NIBE Uplink
triggers a display message.
• Trigger holiday mode when holiday is
entered in the calendar.
• Increase ventilation when carbon
dioxide levels are high.
• Create a reminder for service
• Have the Philips Hue light flash when
an alarm is triggered.
These ingenious functions are just
the start. There is a lot more to come,
so keep an eye on IFTTT from now on.

And when it comes to my own favourites, for example, with the assistance
of IFTTT my mobile is now so smart
that it completely automatically turns
off the phone's Bluetooth and wifi
when I get to work – and automatically
turns it on when I get home. Just one
example of how technology is making
our everyday lives simpler.
Good luck with your IFTTT adventure!

Marko's answers
Do solar cells work even though
the sun is conspicuous by its
absence?
Perhaps they ought to be called daylight
cells instead of solar cells. For direct
sunlight is not actually required for the
panels to generate solar electricity,
simply ordinary daylight. And we have
light in the autumn too, even though it is
filtered through thick layers of cloud.
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CASE: SOLAR CELLS AS STANDARD

Åsbo Hus,
first to have solar as standard
First in Sweden! It concerns Åsbo Hus' initiative to offer solar
cell panels on the roofs of all new constructions. So far 100 per
cent of the customers have taken up the offer with open arms.
The house company is now aiming to offer storage of solar
electricity in the near future.

"We don't want to follow developments,
but rather to lead them," says Åsbo Hus'
salesman Henrik Johansen and continues. "Following the launch of solar cell
panels on all our detached houses in the
spring, all houses have been supplied
with panels."
During 2017, the family-owned company Åsbo Hus will manufacture about 28
detached houses for customers who value quality, great functionality and beautiful homes. The detached houses are
manufactured in the company's 8,000
square metre factory in Örkelljunga by
50 employees. Having collaborated with
NIBE Energy System for a number of
years, Åsbo Hus decided to get properly
involved in the energy efficiency sector.

Since spring 2017 the solar cell package
with 10 panels and 3 kW is standard on
the detached houses. A standard that
can be deselected, but which so far no
customer has.
"We have made solar so attractive that
the customers only save SEK 25,000
if they choose not to have the panels.
When they realise how much energy
they will generate themselves, so far
no-one has decided not to have solar as
standard. Quite the contrary, we have
had a fantastic reception from the customers," Henrik reports.

Storage of solar electricity around
the corner
The solar package, linked with, for exam-

ple, the NIBE F730 exhaust air heat
pump , reduces the requirement for
purchased electricity for tap water and
heating to a modest 1,500 -2,000 kW/h
per year. Åsbo Hus has already made
plans for the future.
"We are anticipating that within a year
we will be supplying houses with the
capacity to store solar energy for use
during the evening and at night. For
example, for charging hybrid cars etc. As
we are technology nerds to some extent,
and perceive the fantastic opportunities
the new technology is providing, we
endeavour to give our customers the
best of the most recent advances in
their houses," says Åsbo Hus' salesman
Henrik Johansen.

"As we are technology
nerds to some extent,
and perceive the
fantastic opportunities
the new technology is
providing, we endeavour to give our customers the best of the
most recent advances
in their houses."
– Henrik Johansen
Salesman, Åsbo Hus
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CASE STUDY: RAINBOW HOUSE

The rainbow house strikes a blow
for the equal value of all people
and solar power from NIBE

Älvsbyhus' statement of intent
behind its sponsorship of
Stockholm Pride
Some are black. Some yellow. Several the
whitest of white. Some are traditional red,
with white corners.
But, all of our houses are welcoming homes
for families. Nice people of all kinds who
have chosen to live together. For love's sake.
We like the fundamental idea about the
equal value of people. And it therefore
also goes without saying that we actively
support Stockholm Pride.
Regardless of who you are, the ultimate
point for us is the same.
We supply high quality housing at the
market's best price to everybody.
A smarter choice, quite simply.
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CASE STUDY: RAINBOW HOUSE

W

hen the small house manufacturer
Älvsbyhus decided to be a sponsor
of Stockholm Pride they went all
the way. With a showhome painted in rainbow colours, they pointed the way
towards equality and the equal value of people.
And solar cell panels from NIBE were installed
on the roof. Proffsnytt met Älvsbyhus' CEO Kent
Johansson to find out more about the initiative.

Hi Kent. What reactions have you
received to your house?
The reactions to our rainbow coloured
house have been very positive. Stockholm Pride actually took part in
the painting of the house, and thought
that it was a fun and inspiring activity to
support them. In addition to that, we have
received positive comments from all over,
including from employees, customers
and air passengers. The fact is that the
house can be seen on the approach to
Arlanda airport.

Kent Johansson
CEO, Älvsbyhus

Do you think that there is a house painted in rainbow colours anywhere else?
I am pretty sure that nothing like this has been done before, at
least not in this way. It made the project even
more satisfying, so we are really pleased and proud of it. We
believe that everybody has equal value and our principle is
simple – we create homes for all families. We wanted to quite
simply make something tangible out of our values and this is one
way to show it.
Why have you put solar cell panels on your "Rainbow
House"?
It is a good value option which will generate a profit after about
ten years and which will make a contribution over its entire
service life to our shared sustainable future.
How do you perceive the interest in solar energy going
forward?
It will continue to slowly increase. It won't need much more of
an increase in price efficiency and energy costs now before we
see an exponential increase in solar energy solutions here in
Sweden too.
In what way is Älvsbyhus focusing on solar?
We have had our advantageous 3 kW-solar cell option for a long
time. We also have a NIBE 6 kW installation and a Smartflower
at our head office that we are evaluating. There might be more
to come.
How do your customers view your solar energy solutions?
Up to now interest has been greatest among customers with an
active interest in the environment, but we are seeing a continued
increase.
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Indoor comfort
is in our nature
Nature is our greatest source of power. With solutions from NIBE, you can
provide your customers with cooling, heating, ventilation and hot water –
enabling them to regulate their energy consumption and create the perfect
indoor climate in their homes. And by using local natural power, together we
can build a more sustainable future.
IT’S IN OUR NATURE

NIBE.EU

